The Crossfire X: Versatile Day Pack by ALPS OutdoorZ

No matter the hunt—from the turkey woods to the deer stand—the Crossfire X is perfectly designed to be a versatile workhorse.

One of the defining features of the Crossfire X is its modular accessory pocket. This removable pocket can be placed in three different positions, and it can even be worn independently when a hunter just needs to pack essential gear. The modular pocket gives hunters the option to have a call easily accessible on their chests, to quickly push it on their back when they are ready to draw their bow to shoot or if they just want a small pack while they are sitting on a turkey chair or deer stand.

The Crossfire X is built for comfort and hunting performance. The punched molded foam waistbelt, vented back panel and lycra shoulder straps allow for an easy carry, and the pack contains a hydration pocket and port. The brushed Realtree Extra HD fabric, rain cover, mesh pockets and drop-down pocket for a bow or gun ensure that hunters are concealed and organized so they can focus on the hunt.

“Our Crossfire X has been a must-carry piece of gear for the hunters we have on staff. The modular system was designed with our wishes at heart, and I don’t go out with any other pack in the fall,” says Zach Scheiddeger, ALPS Product Manager.

For more information, visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Delta Waterfowl Gear, NWTF Gear, Browning Camping and Cedar Ridge.
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